Fine-Grained Access Control for Cloud Data

Description

Users outsource encrypted data to cloud to achieve data confidentiality and help users retain control over the outsourced cloud data. Encryption of cloud data should fulfil the usual practice of fine-grained access control while providing flexible user revocation support.

This technology enables users’ decryption capabilities on the need-to-know basis, coupled with cloud-assisted user revocation at virtually no cost. In particular, the data owner will deposit a proxy key for each authorized user at the cloud, which is used for “proxy decryption”, a function helping partially decrypt encrypted data. The proxy keys indelibly involve the cloud’s private key, which can reduce trust upon the cloud. User revocation is achieved by simply deleting the revoked user’s proxy key instructed by the data owner. The system is featured as client efficient, such that user decryption is lightweight thus users can also use resource-constrained devices (e.g., mobile phone, tablet) to access encrypted cloud data.

Features

- Fine-grained data sharing
- Immediate and efficient user revocation
- Lightweight user decryption
- Reduced trust upon cloud

Applications

- Healthcare
- Finance
- Data-Critical Cloud Applications
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